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HIGH CLAMPING FORCE
& RUNOUT ACCURACY
EVEN FOR EXTREMELY LONG TOOLS
For the oilfield evaluation service company Baker Hughes INTEQ,
the shrink fit technology from HAIMER solved a production problem:
This technology enabled the configuration of extremely long tools,
partially with some extensions that enable drills at very sharp angles
and extremely high runout accuracies. The short cycle time, which
the three Power Clamp NG shrink fit machines require for a shrinking process, provides an important advantage for the company in
Celle, as there are up to 80 shrinking processes a day.

Measured against the dimensions of the entire drilling rod, Baker Hughes
INTEQ GmbH, Celle, provides only a small component – but this has an
essential importance for the success of bores for petroleum or natural
gas: In the up to ten kilometer long drilling rod, the approx. 4 to 6 meter
long Baker Hughes INTEQ systems are placed directly behind the drill bit.
Although they only serve for measuring the local environmental conditions
and for steering the drilling heads, the elements with diameters of 130 to
250 mm have to absorb and transfer the entire drilling forces. Additionally,
they have to bear hydrostatic pressures up to 2,500 bar, temperatures up
to 150 °C and vibrations up to 50 times of Earths gravitational acceleration
– all that in a very chemically aggressive environment.
Shrink fit systems enable unsurpassed tool lenghts
In the production of their components, the CNC experts of Baker Hughes
use tool holders and extensions with the shrink fit technology from HAIMER.
In 2001, when they bought their first shrink fit machine from the company
in Igenhausen, there was no alternative in the market. “Back then, only HAIMER could realize our requirements for extremely long tools” remembers
Eike Schaper, team leader in CNC programming. In the course of time,
machining became more sophisticated. Especially bores at extreme sharp
angles below the building component were required. To avoid a collision
of the spindle with the work piece, extremely long tools – often also with
tool holder extensions – are inevitable. The lengths of the tools partly reach more than 1,400 mm. The high performance shrink fit machine Power
Clamp Profi Plus, which Baker Hughes bought in 2001, offers a tower with
a coil for inductive heating that has a relatively large height range. But to be
able to shrink extremely long tools in and out, the tower uses an additional
hinge that rotates 180 degrees.
Runout accuracy in the range of 3 μm
“The design of the machines enables a secure configuration of extremely
long, shrink-fitted tools” explains Andreas Landmann, CNC programmer at
Baker Hughes, who among others is responsible for the shrink fit technology. Additionally, the combination of high clamping force and high runout
accuracy meets the tight tolerance requirements and decreases the wear
on the drilling and milling tools. For example, on a tool holder with a diameter of 20 mm, HAIMER guarantees a clamping torque of 450 to 800 Nm.
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Baker Hughes is using far more than 100
tools, partially with lengths of more than
1400 mm, for the production of underground measuring instruments. 50 % of
them are shrinked into HAIMER tool holders.

No other tool clamping system can achieve such high runout
accuracy (less than 3 μm, calculated at a protruding lenght
of 3 × shank diameter).
“The competing clamping systems, that the HAIMER shrink
fit technology was able to prevail against, had either lower
clamping forces, the maximum achievable length was not
enough or they were built too large so that the required drills
at sharp angles would not have been possible” explains Eike
Schaper.

Andreas Landmann (left) and Eike Schaper:
“The HAIMER shrink fit system is easy to
use, very reliable and the components are
quickly available as HAIMER is the only manufacturer that offers both, machine and tool
holders, as an assembly from one source.”

The reason why Baker Hughes trusts HAIMER since 2001 is
essentially based on the high performance New Generation
(NG) coil technology, which provides high-speed shrinking in
and out, while using an extremely precise energy input. This
is based on an adjustable coil that adapts to the length and
diameter of the chuck. Thus, only the clamping area is heated, which, among other advantages, considerably shortens
shrinking and cooling time.
The NG induction coil ensures that the heat infiltrates the
tool holder very quickly. This is especially important for a
shrinking out process in case the cutting tool and tool holder
consist of materials with the same thermal expansion coefficients. Thus, the chuck expands while the cutting tool is kept
relatively cool, enabling the cutting tool to be removed. HAIMER also earned credit for the flexibility of the NG induction
coil. “Back then, we asked all manufacturers: How does your
system handle broken tools?” reports Andreas Landmann.
The HAIMER solution convinced him.

closed-circuit circulation. Consequently, the tool holder can,
depending on its diameter, be removed and inserted again
within 30 to 45 seconds. “For systems with air cooling, cooling down can take up to 10 or 15 minutes” emphasizes
Landmann. With 60 to 80 shrinking processes a day, this
can be a major cost factor. And if a tool assembly consists
of a tool holder and two extensions – which happens quite often at Baker Hughes – three heating and cooling processes
are required. Thus, the time advantage increases threefold.
Reliable and easy to use
In 2005 and 2012, Baker Hughes bought a second and third
shrink fit machine from HAIMER. The most powerful one with
an output of 20 kW is in use in the tool crib. There, all tools
are mounted and preset according to the standards of the
digital tool management system. Then an entire toolkit for a
specific CNC machine is delivered.
Eike Scharper sums up: “With these shrink fit machines,
HAIMER offers a system that is easy to use. Hence the operator in the late or night shift can replace the tool in case of
breakage. The system is very reliable and the components
are rapidly available as HAIMER is the only manufacturer that
offers both, machine and tool holders, as an assembly from
one source.”

Fast cooling of tools through water cooling
A rapid cooling after the shrinking procedure is important
for Baker Hughes. HAIMER ensures this by using contact
cooling. Precisely fitting cooling bodies for various external
diameters ensure that the largest possible contact area is
used and the contact cooling removes the heat through a
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Ludger Nipper about his experiences with the balancing machine Tool Dynamic 2009 Comfort from the company
HAIMER in Igenhausen. “Higher spindle speeds and higher feed rates accelerated the processing time by 20 to
25 percent” estimates Nipper.
The key to this success is vibration-free running, which can be achieved if balanced assemblies of tool holders and
grinding wheels are used. Unbalance and the resulting vibrations have varied negative effects, such as reduced
productivity. Although, by reducing feed rates the vibrations can often be kept in a bearable range and achieve the
required surface quality of the processed tools. But there are limits for solid carbide tools. “90 to 95 percent of
the tools we produce consist of solid carbide” explains Ludger Nipper and emphasizes: “The material is brittle and
may not get any impacts. Otherwise hair-line cracks can emerge that may lead to the breakage of the tool. Since
we started balancing our grinding wheels, there are hardly any breakages of tools anymore.”
Leap in quality
The improvement in quality can not only be seen in the absence of such severe damages. Thanks to higher
qualities of surfaces and cutting tools, the customers’ tools achieved longer tool life and allowed in some cases,
the machining of challenging materials. The leap in quality helped to improve sales. For some customers the
improvements were a light bulb moment, reports Ludger Nipper. The longer tool life is a result of using balanced
grinding wheels for machining. Through this, the formation of micro-cracks or micro-tears can be avoided. These
micro-cracks are what cause tool wear later.

For perfect runout: Since
2011, Nipper GmbH balances
its grinding wheels and
hence achieved a significantly
improved quality of tools.

PERFECT RUNOUT &
BEST BALANCING QUALITY

Because of the vibration-free running of the CNC machines, Nipper could also extend his branch of tools in the area
of extreme delicate tools. “We now go down to diameter 0.4 mm. We even produce step drills with only a 0.3 mm
diameter. The production of these tools would be unimaginable without balancing” says Ludger Nipper who is still
enthused after 2 years of experience with balancing. On the other hand the company can decrease its own costs
by the optimal runout of the grinding wheels. Because even a very soft impact of the grinding wheel does not only
damage the tool in production, but also puts a strain on the valuable spindles in the CNC machine.

PROVIDE A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE
OF TOOL QUALITY

Unbalance produces centrifugal forces which increase exponentially with spindle speed. Assuming the same unbalance of a tool, a spindle running at 10,000 RPMs produces a centrifugal force which is 25 times higher compared
to the force at a speed of 2,000 RPMs. The resulting vibrations put a strain on the spindle bearing which can
reduce the spindle life time by approximately 50 %. Manufacturers of machine tools and spindles responded to
this rule of thumb with the instruction to use fine-balanced tools only. If fine-balanced tools are not used, there is
no warranty or only a limited warranty for the spindle.

Since the tool grinding shop Nipper started balancing, it could fulfill a leap in quality. The
CNC grinding machines run much smoother and the grinded tools have a significantly
higher surface quality and an increased tool life. The perfect runout now allows the
production of tools with diameters of only 0,3 mm. Additionally, the processing speed
increased considerably and the valuable spindles in the CNC machine can be protected.

The direct drive high performance spindles in particular, are more heavily loaded and destroyed due to the unbalance – they must be replaced earlier. “The repair costs for the machines decreased after the introduction
of balancing” confirms Ludger Nipper. Even the grinding wheels wear faster due to the unbalance and must be
dressed more frequently.
Program takes the operator through the balancing process
The amount of effort needed to invest in order to achieve these advantages is very low. With the user-friendly HAIMER balancing technology, balancing a grinding wheel assembly consisting of a tool holder and a grinding wheel
takes a maximum of 2 minutes. The machine measures the centrifugal forces which arise from the unbalanced
assembly of tool and tool holder during rotation. Hence, the software uses the data to calculate where and how
much balancing weight is necessary for the correction.

Johannes and Ludger Nipper are tool grinders with heart and soul. In 1990 they quit
their jobs, plunged into the deep end and founded the tool grinding shop Nipper in Molbergen, Lower Saxony. “We started from zero” remembers Ludger Nipper, “and all we
could do was grinding.” But the brothers were doing this very well. In combination with
their knowledge and their customers’ needs, they were rapidly able to build a small but
well running company. This was already supported back then by the founders’ flexibility and by offering regrinding and solutions for problems in the form of special tools.

To Johannes and Ludger Nipper it is obvious today: “We indeed hesitated too long with the introduction of balancing. If we would have known the advantages it gives us, we would have bought a balancing machine much earlier.”

With about 20 employees and 15 5-axis CNC grinding machines, Nipper GmbH is
one of the largest tool grinding shops in Northern Germany today. Flexibility is still
an important strength of the company. “If desired, we deliver special tools within 24
hours” emphasizes Ludger Nipper.
Processing speed increases by around a quarter
After about 20 years of continuous development, the company experienced a leap
in quality in 2011. “Back then, when we started balancing our grinding wheels, the
machines immediately ran smoother, we could increase the processing speed significantly and especially the quality of the tool surfaces improved considerably” reports
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Balancing without drilling: These balancing rings have a defined unbalance.
Two of them are placed on top of each
other on the tool holder and are axially
turned against each other, in order to
remove the unbalance.
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DOUBLED FEED RATES
THROUGH BALANCED TOOLS
Through the shrinking and balancing technology from HAIMER, Fendt, the corporation for agricultural machines, could
increase its productivity in the metal cutting production at its plant in Marktoberdorf drastically. In the production of housings, several of the feed rates were actually doubled. Additionally, tool life increased significantly and the valuable CNC
Machine Spindles were protected.

all elements, of which the bearing structure of the tractors
are assembled, plus the transmission and rear axle housing.
The often complex geometries of the approx. 50,000 tons
of cast parts per year often require long and slim designed
tools. Lengths up to 800 mm are quite common.

also arise regarding the costs of machines. This is because
even a very small unbalance does not only damage the tool,
but also puts a strain on the valuable spindles in the CNC-machine. The direct drive high performance spindles in particular are more heavily loaded and have to be replaced earlier.

Werner Schober invested in shrink fit chucks and shrink fit
machines from HAIMER, that are easy to use and offer a
very important advantage for Fendt: The possibility of internal cooling of the tools – even if extensions are used. “Due
to the high feed rates, we require internal coolant to remove
the chips from the bores. Before the introduction of HAIMER
shrink fit technology, this was impossible”, explains Schober. Meanwhile Fendt has several thousand shrink fit chucks
for drills, taps and solid carbide cutting tools in use as well
as six shrink fit machines.

Program takes the operator through the balancing
process
Before the acquisition of the respective balancing machines,
only one question remained: How much effort does balancing require? Therefore HAIMER provided a machine for two
months of testing, with which the Fendt employees themselves optimally adjusted the tools. “This worked excellently
and we decided to buy a HAIMER balancing machine” reports
Werner Schober. The decision was made for a Tool Dynamic
2009 Comfort Plus, HAIMER’s high-end version with an external control terminal.

Higher feed rates and better surface quality
The next leap in efficiency and quality took place in 2012,
after finishing the new housing production. Shrink fit chucks
increase the runout accuracy per se. However, the combination of tool and tool holder results in unbalance – even if
every single component itself has a good balancing quality.
This has been annoying for Werner Schober for a long time,
as he could hardly ever reach the suggested feed rates for
his work piece material. In order to reach the required surface quality, he had to reduce spindle speeds and feed rates.

Long and slim, as well as
unsymmetrical special tools are
frequently in use in the production of housings at Fendt.

In 2011, when the foundation for the reconstruction of the
Fendt tractor plant in Marktoberdorf and the production of
cabs in Bäumenheim was laid, the goal was clearly formulated: Nothing less than the worldwide most modern, most
efficient and most flexible production factory network should
arise. For this purpose, the parent company AGCO invested
approximately 300 million USD in both locations.
The design & assembly of tractors and the production of
housings, among others, in Marktoberdorf were completely
redesigned. The success of this measure, which was completed in autumn 2012, could be seen at the considerable
interest of other industries: If you walk through the plant in
Marktoberdorf, you have a good chance to meet groups of
visitors from automotive manufacturers or from automotive
suppliers, who are there to gather ideas for their own production.
Why? “Lean Manufacturing is a frequent issue”, explains
Jan-Eric Feldmann. The leader of the Housing and Frame
Production at the plant points out the key data: “Slim production, shortest possible cycle times, low stock levels with
correspondingly lean logistics and a high proportion of value
added.” The plant especially serves as a model for the auto-
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motive industry, as Fendt doesn’t run a built-to-order production: The customers don’t buy tractors off the shelf, but
configure their tractor before their order, just like buyers of
an automobile do. “In our company no tractor is completely
like another one” explains Werner Schober, craftsman in the
production of housings.
Extremely flexible production serves as a model
Visitors are often most interested in the extremely flexible
production. From the smallest tractor with 70 horse power
and a weight of approximately three tons up to the biggest
one with about 500 horse power and almost 14 tons, all
models are assembled on the same assembly line. One of
the few commonalities: All tractors feature the continuously
variable automatic transmission and four-wheel drive, developed by Fendt.
Increasing efficiency and quality is an ongoing task at Fendt.
Werner Schober, department head in the production of housings, started converting his tool holders to shrink fit technology from HAIMER in 2003. Already back then, the increase
of efficiency by improved runout accuracy was central. In
the manufacturing of tractors, the construction of housings
is not only about some small components but about almost

When Oliver Lechner, sales manager at HAIMER, reported
on the potential of balancing, he immediately aroused Schober’s interest. “This is because we were constantly concerned with the question of how to get faster and better” emphasizes Schober. At first, HAIMER balanced some tools of
Fendt completely assembled in the tool holder as a service.
The application of these tools convinced him immediately:
“We could produce considerably faster and we could achieve
a significantly higher quality with these balanced tools. In one
case we even succeeded in raising the cutting parameters
by 118 percent.”
In addition to higher machining speeds, Fendt achieved further improvements. With new tools, better surface qualities
can be achieved now – despite higher feed rates up to 40
percent. As in many cases, when this high quality is not required, the tools can be used for a longer time, until the quality decreases to a value that is not acceptable. So, the tool
lives at Fendt were raised by 20 to 30 percent. Advantages

In addition to technical characteristics like balancing in two
planes, the easy and user-friendly handling was an important argument. The operator places the tool adapter into the
balancing machine and chooses the suitable specifications
from the menu. Subsequently, in a step-by-step process, the
program takes the user through the balancing process. A
laser marking on the tool which needs to be balanced shows
where the corrections of weight through removal or addition
are necessary. The required input can take place using a
touchscreen or keyboard. Thus balancing can be done very
quickly, even if employees haven’t worked on the machine
for several days.
At Fendt, balancing is not just part of the process; it is a
cornerstone of the process. Normally, new tools or current
tools in use that create vibrations, which indicate unbalance,
are tested and balanced. Relatively frequently, special tools
are also tested and balanced. “Even if a certificate states
that a tool is balanced, when it is assembled into a tool holder, a significant unbalance frequently appears and that we
have to correct”, explains Schober about the procedure.
The needed time for measuring an unbalance and the determination of the required corrections takes only a few minutes. How long the entire balancing process takes, strongly
depends on the tool. If only balancing rings have to be adjusted, the correction will be done very quickly. If material
has to be removed by milling or drilling, the effort is higher.
The most time is needed when additional material has to be
added – but that is rarely the case.

For optimal balance and best runout: Fendt is
using shrink fit chucks and shrink fit machines
from HAIMER as well as a balancing machine.
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SAFE-LOCK ENSURES A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
During a very challenging project, HAIMER technology helped the machining specialists at Glätzer “rescue” the profitability
of their existing process. Tool holders with Safe-Lock prevented the cutting tool from being pulled out during roughing.
The incorporation of Safe-Lock with shrink fit technology meant the customer also benefited from the extremely high
runout accuracy and balance characteristics these chucks offer. Lastly, the metal removal rates were vastly improved via
improved chip evacuation provided by the Cool Flash coolant-delivery system. The combination of accuracy and efficiency
yielded higher productivity and a 40% increase in tool life.

Working with Glätzer, Daniel Rautenbach deals specifically in
the automotive industry, a fiercely competitive market. The
managing director of the CNC-machining specialists located
in Solingen explains: “Perfect quality and delivery reliability
are the basic requirements in order to quote in our industry.
Pricing is highly competitive.” Therefore, in our business, the
difference between profit and loss comes down to process
efficiency. Hence quality without compromise is a must.
Nowadays Glätzer mainly produces parts for commercial vehicles, such as disk brakes. Usually the series sizes are between 10,000 and 150,000 pieces per year, which Glätzer
produces with the help of 7 tailor-made four-axis machining
centers.
High cutting forces pull out the tool from the holder
One of the biggest projects in this area forced Ingo Schulten, Operation Manager, to introduce HAIMER technology
in the middle of 2013. The specific cause was a part for
a pneumatically operated truck disk-brake which consisted
of spheroidal-graphite cast iron, Type EN-GJS-800-2 (formally
known as GGG-80) with a minimum tensile strength of 800 N/
mm2. In order to mill concave contours the contact between
cutting tool and the work piece isn’t just punctual, but it actu-

ally covers between 30 or 40 percent of the tool. Schuler explained: “The extremely high engagement and cutting forces
cause the tool to want to pull out from the holder.”
Glätzer received the order and the production was running
at full capacity. However, machining rates were far too slow
in order to be profitable. The cutting tool they had found to
meet their needs was developed for heavy milling, but represented the bottleneck in the operation. This is because it
utilized a Weldon flat in combination with a Weldon Chuck to
ensure the tool stayed in the holder. However, as Schulten
explained “because of the side lock screw the systemic joint
play is being pushed towards one direction and this prevents
the tool holder from achieving good runout accuracy.” The
resulting problem was “the tool life was very unstable which
even led to tool breakage, the worst case scenario” according to the Operation Manager.
The alternative, to slow down the process, was out of the
question since the production wouldn’t have been profitable
anymore. The profitability would have eroded further in the
future due to the common nature of automotive companies
to expect price reductions every year, as Daniel Rautenbach
emphasized.

Safe-Lock tools are equipped
with grooves in the tool shank
that are connected to special
drive keys in the chuck and
therefore prevent the milling
cutter from being pulled out.

Extremely high clamping force and ideal runout
With the “normal” shrinking technology for tool holders Glätzer could have achieved very good runout
accuracy, but “the clamping force is not sufficient
for this kind of extreme machining”, Ingo Schulten
said. In the end all available solutions were tested
for half a year and a lot of money was spent until
Schulten read about HAIMER’s Safe-Lock system in
a technical magazine. According to the Operations
Manager “HAIMER was able to develop a system
which combined the excellent runout of their shrink fit
chucks with pullout protection, thereby guaranteeing
process reliability.”
With the Safe-Lock System, special drive keys in the
chuck and grooves in the tool shank prevent the mil-
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Glätzer CEO Daniel Rautenbach (on the right) and manager
Ingo Schulten are continuously extending the use of HAIMER
shrinking technology, with and without Safe-Lock.

ling cutter from spinning and pulling out during heavy duty
machining. In addition to the frictional clamping forces of this
particular clamping system, the tool is held using positive
locking in the tool holder through the constructive design of
the Safe-Lock System.
The combination of pull-out protection and best runout accuracy leads to low vibration and balance repeatability, thus
increasing machining efficiency. Due to the increased cutting
depths and feed rates, the metal removal rate can be increased by up to 100%, and to a similar degree tool wear decreases due to the excellent runout and balance characteristics.
The results convinced Glätzer. “To me the switch to SafeLock seemed obvious, like using an electric starter instead
of a crank to start a car” Schulten explained enthusiastically.
Even experienced employees couldn’t believe how many new
possibilities emerged by using this system.

Easy and quick tool change
Furthermore, tool change with HAIMER shrinking technology
is extremely quick and easy. Glätzer uses the HAIMER Power
Clamp Comfort NG, which is a tabletop unit equipped with a
rotary table with 3 stations for tool holders and an intelligent
New Generation (NG) coil. It is adjustable and with only one
turn the coil can be set to the size of the shrink fit chucks,
both in length and diameter. Stop disks are no longer necessary. The chuck is only heated in areas where it is necessary.
This way the process of both heating and cooling the tool
holders is much faster. During the cooling process different
sized cooling bodies shorten the cooling time and create a
“gentle” and clean cooling effect.

“The cutting data improved significantly. The tool life increased by 40% consistently.” The Cool Flash cooling system
also contributed to the overall productivity gain, Ingo Schulten said. For this system to work, bores are cut into the tool
holder with which the coolant is transported up to the top of
the chuck. There is a ring welded on the face surface of the
Cool Flash chuck which leaves a narrow circular gap leading
up to the tool. The coolant is collected in this chamber, creating high pressure and is distributed over the entire circumference of the tool shank. It flows out of this small reservoir
via a closed housing directly along the tool shank. At the
end of the shank area, the coolant is pressed into the T-slots
and rinses them free. Even at the highest speeds the coolant
reaches the cutting edge and manages to remove all chips.
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A SHRINKED TOOL FOR INCREASED
CUTTING PERFORMANCE
NBF GmbH based in Münster, Germany and specialized in prototypes
and small series for high-tech companies, was able to achieve significant
improvements in regards to feeds & speeds and surface finish thanks to
HAIMER’s shrink fit chucks. In addition, the frequent tool changes can be
operated easily and quickly by using an appropriate shrink fit machine.

Norbert Bücker is a precision engineer of the old school, as he likes to
call himself. He designed and built customized devices for research and
development at the University of Münster, for more than 20 years. So he
experienced a lot of start-ups emerging right from university, having big
difficulties in implementing their ideas. The reason is simple. There were
no companies in the market that were able to manufacture their high-tech
devices.
Bücker was able to stop this issue by founding his own company in 1988.
NBF – Norbert Bücker GmbH & Co. KG in Münster-Roxel – focuses on such
high-end products and provides young companies with a complete solution
package alongside the high-precision production of mechatronic devices.
“Development, design, technical support – and in case an industrial designer is needed, we’ll help out, too,” says Norbert Bücker. Meanwhile, NBF’s
customers include not only the aforementioned startups, but also global
corporations. Medical technology, nuclear medicine, light and electron microscopy, nano- and biotechnology have become typical industries for NBF.
“We work on demand – quickly and very flexibly,” says Bücker, citing another
of his team’s strengths. For his customers, Bücker does not want to achieve the most affordable result, but always the very best. He applies similar
standards when sourcing his manufacturing
equipment: “Obviously, you can buy from a
cheaper supplier and hope that the quality will
be sufficient. But if you want to produce highend products, you need premium technology
in production, too. Of course the price will be
higher, but it usually pays off.”
When the purchase of a five-axis machining
center was on the agenda and the Hermle C
42 was identified as the suitable machine, the
responsible executives decided to thoroughly
optimize the tool clamping system as well.
The previously used chucks had too many
weaknesses in terms of unbalance and clearance contours.
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Shrink Fit Unit Power Clamp Comfort NG:
NBF was able to optimize the machining
parameters with the help of the HAIMER
tabletop unit and shrink fit holders.

Excellent runout accuracy, higher RPM, quick tool
change
As a result of extensive technology and market research,
Norbert Bücker and his assistant Mark Harleman came
across the shrinking technology – and in particular shrink fit
chucks and the Power Clamp Comfort NG shrink fit machine
from HAIMER.

Increased milling performance: Thanks
to the smooth running of HAIMER’s
shrink fit chucks, NBF has been able to
increase feeds and speeds.

“Other companies also claim to have the best equipment,”
Mark Harleman was skeptical at first. “But HAIMER convinced us. We were provided with a shrink fit machine as well
as shrink fit chucks so were able to test them thoroughly
on a daily basis. Other suppliers had refused such a trial
period.” Since NBF intended to convert their entire holding
system, Bücker and Harleman were very interested in a practical test.
After experiencing HAIMER technology for a year and a half,
Mark Harleman and his colleagues agree to that even more
than before. “We have not seen anything better yet,” the mechanical engineer says. Today, approximately 100 shrink fit
chucks are being used at NBF. Not only the new five-axis
machining center is now perfectly equipped, but also the
already existing machines can now be run with higher output. “We can achieve a significantly better runout accuracy.
Therefore, we can work with higher cutting parameters. We
achieve better surface finish as well as longer tool life,” explains Harleman. “In addition, we save time during the tool
changes.”

The right shrink fit chuck for every application
In the case of NBF, runout accuracy is the key factor for higher cutting performance. Shrink fit chucks enable an accuracy that cannot be achieved by any other tool holding system.
HAIMER, market leader for these solutions, guarantees for
all of its shrink fit chucks, even the standard versions, that
they are made of a highly heat-resistant special steel and
are fine balanced (to G2.5 at 25,000 rpm or < 1 gmm residual unbalance). “The functional surfaces are finished with
maximum precision and the taper tolerances are grinded far
more precisely than demanded by the relevant norms.”
Mark Harleman highly appreciates the wide product range
of shrink fit chucks offered by HAIMER. Since, depending on
the machining job, different criteria play an important role.
He explains: “Space is often limited in our parts, so the slim
design and contour of the HAIMER Standard or Mini Shrink
Chucks offers significant advantages.”
For high-speed or high-precision milling operations particularly the Power Shrink Chucks are beneficial, while for instance
HAIMER’s Heavy Duty Shrink Chucks are designed for heavyduty machining with big tool diameters.

HAIMER offers safety and comfort with its Safe-Lock system,
especially for the productivity-increasing cutting technology
of dynamic milling: By generating trochoidal tool paths milling operations can be executed up to three times faster
and deeper. However, also the danger of tool pull-out will
increase. In this context Safe-Lock creates maximum safety
combined with maximum runout accuracy.
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MTU Aero Engines manages challenging
roughing applications for the military turboprop
engine TP400-D6 with HAIMER Safe-Lock.

The combination of pull-out protection and highest concentricity of the Safe-Lock system leads to low vibration
and as a result, a very stable machining process. Due to the increased cutting depths and feeds, the metal
removal rate can be increased significantly. And thanks to the improved runout accuracy of HAIMER shrink fit
chucks, tool life is improved by up to 50%.
The benefits of less than 3 µm runout, that the symmetrical Safe-Lock design provides, coupled with optimum
balance and the possibility for easy length presetting were substantial reasons for MTU to switch to the HAIMER
system instead of continuing to use Whistle Notch or Weldon tooling systems. While these other systems do
in fact prevent tool pull out, both are unsymmetrical by design, hence providing insufficient runout and balance
accuracy.
Through the use of a set screw the cutting tool is wedged against the opposite wall of the clamping bore. The
holder pushes the cutting tool off center and thereby leads to excessive amounts of runout. Any such design
also allows for significant radial play between the tool shank and the bore itself. That way the aforementioned
holders actually push the cutting tool off center, thereby inducing excessive amounts of runout. Hans Drahtmüller, Line Manager Machining Stator Components at MTU in Munich, explains the resulting problems: “Due to
the deteriorated runout, the tool life could not be fully realized. As a result, the tools with a Weldon flat had to
be exchanged early. With Safe-Lock regrinding could be automated due to the cylindrical form of the system,
as the cutting tools no longer have to be inserted manually into the grinding machine compared to Weldon flat
tooling. This saves tool costs!”

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
AND PROCESS RELIABILITY
DUE TO SAFE-LOCK

Easy and quick tool change
In addition to productivity improvements in the machining process, time is also saved outside of the machine
via extremely fast and easy tool changes. HAIMER Power Clamp Premium NG, the high-end shrink fit machine
MTU is using currently, offers an ergonomic working space, perfect handling and linear guided cooling bodies
with temperature monitoring for maximum safety. Presetting the tool length to exactly 0.02 mm (e.g. for sister
tools) can optionally be integrated into this machine. The intelligent New Generation (NG) coil is adjustable. With
one turn, you can set the coil to the size of the shrink fit chuck both in length and diameter. This new system
obsoletes the former interchangeable ferrite stop disks, which were always at risk of breaking during change
overs. Thanks to the multiple patented HAIMER technology, the shrink fit chuck is only heated in areas where
it is necessary. This way the process of both heating and cooling the tool holders is much faster. During the
cooling process different sized cooling bodies shorten the cooling time to 30 – 60 seconds and create a gentle,
even and clean cooling effect. The cooling bodies ride on linear guides, so that the cutting edges are always
protected from collision with the cooling body.

MTU Aero Engines engages in the design, development, manufacturing and support of
commercial and military aircraft engines in all thrust and power categories and stationary gas
turbines. Due to HAIMER’s patented Safe-Lock pull out protection system, MTU was able to
optimize their machining process regarding the production of structural frames and castings.
Jet engines are high-tech products. In their production, innovative technologies and
processes are used. To keep current technologically, MTU develops innovative manufacturing strategies, and if necessary obtains additional external expertise. So was
the case when they contacted HAIMER, the tool holding specialists from Igenhausen, Germany, to help optimize the demanding machining process of manufacturing
frames and castings.
Difficult-to-machine materials, high-quality components and the high degree of automation at MTU require an absolutely smooth and reliable machining process to maintain
the highest levels of quality. In order to ensure this consistency and to control the high
axial cutting forces during machining, MTU decided to implement the Safe-Lock pull
out protection system by HAIMER.
In the HAIMER Safe-Lock system, special drive keys in the tool holder and grooves in
the tool shank prevent the cutting tool from spinning during extreme machining, thus
preventing tool pull out from the chuck. In addition to the frictional clamping forces of
the selected clamping system, the cutting tool is held using positive form locking in
the tool holder through the constructive design of the Safe-Lock system.
Alexander Steurer, Senior Manager NC-Programming Stator Components at MTU Aero
Engines AG in Munich, explains the decision for the HAIMER system: “Through the introduction of Safe-Lock and the shrinking technology from HAIMER, we can guarantee
process reliability even with milling challenging high temperature materials. This is a
prerequisite to guarantee smooth processing during manufacturing of frames and
castings, given our high degree of automation.”
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Due to Safe-Lock-shrink fit chucks
and the shrink fit machine Power
Clamp Premium NG from HAIMER,
Alexander Steurer, Senior Manager
NC-Programming Stator Components
at MTU, accomplishes heavy duty
machining of high-temperature materials with excellent runout accuracy
and maximum pull out protection.
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QUALITY DOWN TO THE DETAIL
IN THE AREA OF BLISK AND TURBINE BLADE MACHINING

In order to machine engine components such as turbine blades and blisks, the aerospace industry has been relying on
the quality provided by Starrag Machining Centers for a very long time. Almost no other machine supplier understands
the requirements in such detail as Starrag does and can offer turnkey solutions including the right software, clamping
fixtures, tool holders and peripheral accessories from one single source. At the same time, it is very important for the
Swiss that external suppliers also provide the best quality possible. This is why they trust and believe in the shrink fit
chucks and shrink fit machines made by HAIMER.

Starrag uses HAIMER Power Shrink Chucks for demanding roughing and finishing processes.

Also with Shrink Fit Chucks every single detail is important
For special machining requirements HAIMER is offering special shrink fit chucks. For example, the Power Shrink Chucks are
suitable for special high-speed or high precision milling applications. The patented design combines a low tendency towards
vibrations with a high rigidity and a slim design on top. This special construction makes it possible for the operator to increase the cutting depth and the feed and thus reach a higher cutting volume while still maintaining a good surface quality. The
Heavy Duty Shrink Chucks are especially designed for heavy machining with large cutting tools and they feature a reinforced
wall thickness at the clamping area, a very rigid outer contour and patented expansion grooves in the clamping bore. This
way, high clamping forces which can be compared to those of Milling chucks can be reached. The portfolio of shrink fit
chucks is completed with the small Mini Shrink Chucks.

The product brand Starrag is located at the Starrag Group
headquarters in Rorschacherberg, Switzerland. The company is mainly focused on the Aerospace & Energy Industry
and offers five-axis machining centers capable of high metal
removal rates in order to produce highly precise turbine blades, impellers, blisks and other structurally complex parts.
“Technologically speaking, our machines are of premium
quality. They are known for their high performance capacity
and precision. Furthermore, we offer our customers additional value regarding the application.” Starrag considers itself
to be a technology partner of its end users and is capable of
designing and realizing complete processes. “When a customer approaches us with a component he needs 10,000
pieces of, we design the complete system for him and supply the machine including software, clamping fixtures, tool
holders as well as peripheral components and machines.”
Experiences from the production plant
His co-workers are able to gain important experiences at the
CPE (Center of Production Excellence), the Starrag application center in Rorschacherberg, where they test and optimize
demanding, and new machining processes. Patrik Rutishauser emphasizes: “We work on rotating parts, complex cubic
work pieces, as well as free-formed flow surfaces – we do all
of this under production conditions!”
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An important detail: Tool holding
Starrag has known for a long time that “tool holding” is a
very important issue when it comes to high precision machining. After all, they were using a high-speed spindle (30,000
RPM’s) at their headquarters in Rorschacherberg even 20
years ago. At that time the cutting tools were usually clamped with Weldon or Whistle-Notch holders and collet chucks
which, however, led to many problems because of the insufficient run-out accuracy they provide.
Based on their testing of different tool holding systems, Starrag concluded it was necessary to use shrink fit chucks,
which due to their rotationally symmetric clamping body have
less interfering contours and a high run-out accuracy. Patrik
Rutishauser emphasizes that “HAIMER professionalized the
shrinking technology. Even back then the company offered a
large selection of tool holders and a shrinking machine with
an inductive coil and cooling bodies which were very easy to
handle for anybody. Until today HAIMER has kept on further
developing its shrinking technology – tool holders and machines – and at the same time was always able to stay true
to its high quality requirements. We constantly evaluate different systems and suppliers, but regarding precision and quality the products of HAIMER are simply unbeatable. When it
comes to shrinking technology we appreciate the possibility
of clamping tools with short projection lengths and of course
the slim contours in comparison to other clamping systems.”

Difficult material, high surface requirements
For Patrik Rutishauser this variety of shrink fit holder designs works as an advantage. He explains: “During the blade production made of extrusion profiles there are generally two procedures. First, it starts with a rough cutting process. During
this process it is important that the chuck operates with a damping component in order to achieve a high cutting depth and
feeds and to remove as much material as possible in one production stage. During the finishing process, however, there
aren’t any strong cutting forces. At this point, a high runout accuracy and the balancing quality are of importance. The
HAIMER Power Shrink Chucks are ideally suited for both processes and if the cutting gets even tougher we simply switch
to Heavy Duty Chucks.”
In terms of the shrink fit chuck quality the best is required for Starrag. This is due to the fact that during the roughing and
finishing machining of titanium and other hard-to-cut materials, the cutting forces can be very aggressive on the interface
between the machine spindle and the tool holder. “In the end, the key element is the part quality. It has to be perfect starting
from the very beginning, because even the titanium blanks cost a small fortune. We are convinced that the tool holder quality
is absolutely essential for the part quality”, Patrick Rutishauser explains. This is especially true regarding the surface quality,
which constitutes an important factor. This is due to the fact that the turbine blades need a very precise structure in order to
be very energy efficient. Nowadays you can get the desired structure through milling and without any additional regrinding.
At the moment Starrag is capable of achieving a surface quality of Ra = 0.8 µm – 0.4 µm.
High-end-shrinking machines ensure fast and easy tool clamping
In order to shrink tools Starrag has a Power Clamp Profi Plus NG in its CPE (Centre of Production Excellence) with which
you can shrink all HSS and solid carbide tools with shank tolerance h6 and diameter 3 mm up to 50 mm within a matter of
seconds. It is equipped with a patented double coil technology which means that the coil adapts itself to the length and diameter of the shrink fit chuck. In addition there is a high-end solution for professional shrinking and cooling: A Power Clamp
Premium machine that offers a spacious work surface, easy handling and linear guided cooling bodies with temperature
monitoring.
“HAIMER shrink fit chucks are part of our standard equipment, because they offer the best conditions for process reliable
cutting which people expect from us”, Patrik Rutishauser explains. “We don’t just use these products at our CPE, but we also
sell them together with our own systems. Therefore it is important that the quality of the products always remains high. With
HAIMER we feel secure. I can’t remember a single incident where a tool holder was the reason for a customer complaint.”
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HEAVY DUTY MACHINING –
BUT SAFE!
The importance of the tool holder is still understated, especially when it comes to roughing and heavy duty machining.
Metal removal rates in these types of processes are absolutely crucial for the productivity of the machining operation.
By using special shrink fit chucks with drive pins and spiral grooves in the tool shank it is now possible to perform highfeed full slotting of up to 2 × D (50 mm) or more in difficult to machine materials. Application studies conducted by the
machine tool manufacturer Heller have proven the effect of the HAIMER Safe-Lock system.

Especially within the aerospace, energy and mechanical engineering sector, production managers have to bridge the
gap between economic efficiency and high process reliability
when working with materials that are difficult to machine.
Fortunately there is peace of mind in knowing that the machine technology innovations continue to develop to meet
the ongoing demands of manufacturing. Heller machine tools
is known as a source of inspiration for these kinds of innovations. The company, located in Nuertingen, Germany, is
known for its high quality 4 and 5-axis CNC machining centres, CNC mill / turning centres, CNC machines for crankshaft
and camshaft machining as well as flexible manufacturing
systems.
Roughing is a highly promising process
Werner Kirsten, who is working in the Technology Development Department at Heller and is responsible for the area
of “difficult to machine materials”, explains: “Our service
includes optimizing the machining processes together with
our customers and suppliers. To support such services with
practical trials, our Technology Center is equipped with a
variety of machines.” In most cases the aim is to increase
the productivity without compromising the process reliability.
Technologist Kirsten adds, “We often achieve this aim with
an optimized roughing operation which ultimately results in a

In this regard, all machining components in the process chain
have to be considered in order to improve productivity. The
machine tool is the most evident component of the machining process, however the tool, the tool holding system, the
coolant supply and other elements are also essential for a
successful operation. “In the end the weakest link of the process chain limits the success,” Werner Kirsten emphasizes.
In his opinion most machine shops don’t pay attention to the
tool holder even though it is especially significant for high
performance cutting. “Many of the trials which we carried
out during the last few years have proven this point”, Werner
Kirsten explains. “We realized that the tool holder has an incredible influence on the machining process. In the case of
reinforced shrink fit chucks, for example, the vibration node
is closer to the bearing point (due to the larger mass). The
result is a smoother machining process with less vibration
and a better surface finish quality while using the same tool,
machine, process parameters and fixturing technology.”

HAIMER Heavy Duty Shrink Chuck (middle)
and Power Shrink Chuck (on the right) next to
a shrink fit chuck with a standard geometry.
Both chucks on the right can be equipped
with the pullout protection system Safe-Lock.
This combination provides highest runout
accuracy, process reliability and eliminates
the problem of tool pullout.
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Roughing operation with titanium: Without Safe-Lock the tool
pulled out of the standard shrink fit chuck and broke at ap = 2 × D.
With HAIMER Power or Heavy Duty Chucks and Safe-Lock it was
possible to reliably mill full slots at ap = 2 × D.

reduced finishing process. By maintaining the same technological values, but shortening the finishing depth of cut by
50%, the overall machining time is reduced to half. However,
this requires process reliable and controllable systems during roughing.”
Tool holding – an important factor for productivity
By selecting the right tool holder you can even achieve good
productivity and surface quality results using basic standard
cutting tools. When a group of representatives from the aerospace industry, the Technical University of Dortmund and
Technical University of Hamburg-Harburg visited Heller, an
especially extensive milling application study was conducted
in Titanium Ti-6AI-4V.

spindle when the holding forces are exceeded. This is how
he ultimately noticed the patented HAIMER Safe-Lock system
which in addition to frictional clamping forces, has the same
helix pattern as the tool. Theoretically, he realized that even
if the tool got loose while using Safe-Lock, it would be pulled
into the holder through the helical drive keys and not into the
part. A movement that can be easily prevented through the
use of length presetting screws.

Gaining new insights from difficult cases
The available machining center was a four axis Heller H 5000
with a gear unit and HSK-A100 spindle, which yields torques
up to 2.290 Nm. In order to demonstrate the machining potential, different 25 mm diameter end mills were used to mill
full slots into a titanium plate. To simulate holder conditions
used in the aerospace industry, the tools were clamped into
reinforced shrink fit chucks. At an axial cutting depth of 0.5 to
1.0 × D the machining process was found to be very reliable.
Since the spindle was not running at full capacity, the trial
participants agreed to increase full slotting depth to 2 × D.
Werner Kirsten explains: “Under these conditions the tool pulled out of the shrink fit chuck during the machining operation,
creating a slot closer to 2.5 × D as it progressed through the
part. Towards the end of the slot the tool finally broke as a
result of increased cutting forces.”

Prevent tool pull-out
Werner Kirsten got in contact with HAIMER, the European
market leader for tool holding technology, in order to test
the Safe-Lock-system: “We wanted to know if our ideas could
be put into practice using the HAIMER system in an even less
forgiving environment.” The Heller technology developer repeated the described trial, with a few major changes. HAIMER
Safe-Lock grooves were subsequently added on similar solid
carbide tools, but the application would be run again with
a reduced spindle taper interface (HSK 63 instead of HSK
100), with a less rigid 5-axis gear driven spindle and a less
stable diagonally fixtured workpiece.

The milling specialists all agreed that the clamping force of
the chuck was the limiting factor in this process. As soon as
the axial pressure and process related vibrations are too high
the tool moves out of the chuck and further into the workpiece. At the same time the cutting pressure increases such
that in the end the tool breaks and the workpiece is irreversibly damaged. Reasons and possible countermeasures were
discussed intensively. In the end, Werner Kirsten developed
the idea that the tools are forced to navigate towards the

The result: Despite these additional limiting factors, the
tool was able to process a full slot of 2 × D = 50 mm with
complete process reliability. Werner Kirsten says: “This way
we were able to indirectly prove that Safe-Lock works and
that the shrinking technology has even more potential with
HSK-A100, especially on 5-axis machining centers with gear
spindles.”
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WHERE CHIPS ARE FLYING...

Balanced tools are available in the
toolshop and can be used at any time.

... TOOL HOLDING PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE
IN PROCESS RELIABILITY
Pilatus Aircraft Ltd installed new manufacturing systems for
machining structural parts made of aluminum. In order to achieve
the desired surface quality and precision during high speed milling
operations, the aircraft manufacturer continuously relies on the
solutions provided by HAIMER: A large selection of tool holders and
the corresponding shrinking and balancing machines.

Whenever someone in the precision machining industry talks about flying,
one thing is typically brought up: Chips. This also applies to Pilatus Aircraft
Ltd, the only Swiss aircraft manufacturer. At the headquarters in Stans, Switzerland, everything generally revolves around the topic “flying”, but machining structural parts also plays an important role. In 2016 Pilatus invested
in a completely modernized volume-machining system in order to further improve the quality and efficiency of the production. Core elements of the enhanced production are two new flexible manufacturing systems that are run
with full automation and guarantee the highest quality in a stable process.
Pilatus points out that fine-balanced tools are absolutely necessary: “Only
the high balancing grade of the complete tool assembly – balanced on a
HAIMER balancing machine – together with HAIMER tool holders can guarantee vibration-free machining and surfaces without any chatter marks.
Furthermore, the high run-out accuracy significantly increases the lifetime
of the spindle and tools.”
According to the experience of Patrik Odermatt, Team Leader Mechanical
Processing and responsible for the internal division of tools at Pilatus, high
quality tool holders that offer long-term stability and run-out accuracy definitely pay off. It is for this reason that he has been working with HAIMER in
Igenhausen for many years. He uses HAIMER Shrink Fit Chucks and HighPrecision Collet Chucks together with the corresponding presetting, shrinking and balancing machines that are available at the Pilatus toolshop which
serves as their internal tool management service center. “Regarding such
topics as quality, price-performance ratio, consultation and support, our
experience with HAIMER is very positive” Patrik Odermatt explains. “That’s
why we made the decision to continuously and solely rely on tool holding
technology from HAIMER when it comes to our new manufacturing system.
We exclusively use tools that are clamped into HAIMER Standard Shrink Fit
Chucks, ultra-short and long Power Shrink Chucks as well as Power Mini
Shrink Chucks, Power Collet Chucks and special Face Mill Arbors.”

WATCH THE SUCCESS
STORY AS A VIDEO

For the RFID Chip (data carrier with which you can save important tool data) HAIMER offers a mechanical locking system that
securely fixes the chip onto the tool holder (even at high rpm) without influencing the reading and writing quality of the RFID Chip.

regarding the spindle interface: For the new manufacturing systems a special HSK-A 63 / 80 tool holder was necessary. After
close cooperation with Pilatus, HAIMER developed a program for this interface and added it to its standard delivery portfolio.
HAIMER also proves to be innovation-driven with its patent pending mechanical locking Data-Lock system that fixes the RIFD
data carrier onto the tool holder. Pilatus uses this solution to ensure that even at the highest rpm the data carriers are
securely fixed and cannot separate from the tool holder.

Easy and repeatable shrinking procedure:
For each HAIMER Shrink Fit Chuck the
required parameters are already integrated
into the HAIMER Power Clamp Premium.

According to tool expert Odermatt, one of the greatest advantages of working with HAIMER is the fact that you can get all
tool holding technology from one single source. “For every HAIMER Shrink Fit Chuck the required parameters are already
integrated into the shrinking machines,” stated Odermatt. “The performance and heating time are ideal and guarantee process-reliable shrinking at the push of a button. And balancing is also easy to perform.”

Since Pilatus is working with many different parts that are extremely thin with
wall thicknesses ≤ 1.2 mm and deep pockets, the wide range of HAIMER tool
holders was an important consideration. Also HAIMER has shown flexibility

Spar strap for the multi role aircraft PC-12: 380 kg raw part is transformed into a 35 kg finished part.

2O
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The Experimental Production Department at Audi
is equipped with a number of HAIMER Shrink Fit
chucks and universal end mills that are suited for
a number of different applications.

Strategic partnership
For more than a year Haimer GmbH, Igenhausen, has been the preferred supplier of solid carbide tools. However,
the actual cooperation between the two companies started about 20 years ago. Shop Manager Kindl remembers:
“In the beginning we only worked with HAIMER tool holders and then started using their shrinking machines as well.
In 2002, we invested in a HAIMER balancing machine to optimize the runout of our clamped tools.” Three years
ago, when HAIMER expanded its product portfolio with its own solid carbide end mills, the machining specialists at
Audi closely followed this development.
In 2015, the Audi Pre-Production Center was tasked to produce a balance shaft for a gear box prototype. During
this process they had to face some difficulties which according to Jakob Mosandl, Head of the Technical Center,
had to do with the geometry required for turning and milling. “The clamping conditions of our turning and milling
center WFL M 35 G was unfortunately unstable. In addition, we did not have much experience with the material of
the balancing shaft, highly-hardened 42CrMo4 steel. Almost 90 percent of our milling operations are related to
aluminum alloys.”
Only 1 mm radial depth of cut and extreme tool wear
The first attempts to machine the balancing shaft were by no means satisfactory. For roughing, a standard milling
tool with a 12 mm diameter and a standard shrink fit chuck were used. In order to meet the required tolerances,
which were a few hundredths of a millimeter, only a maximum cutting width of 1 mm could be realized (see
comparison table of cutting data). Despite these “conservative” cutting parameters, another problem arose: After
machining just one part, the cutting tool life was done.

CONVINCING HIGH-END
ALLROUNDER

Thus, Reinhard Kindl and his team consulted their HAIMER contact person. Since there was no positive change
regarding the poor clamping conditions, Oliver Lechner, HAIMER Sales Manager for Southern Germany, recommended reconfiguring the complete tool. According to his experience “for such demanding applications, it is often
not enough to simply exchange the cutting tool. Ultimately, the tool holder has the same impact on the process
as the cutting edge itself.”
A team of Audi and HAIMER employees finally replaced the standard cutting tool with a HAIMER Power Mill solid
carbide end mill diameter 12 mm and clamped it into a HAIMER Power Shrink Fit Chuck with Safe-Lock. While the
Power Shrink Chuck ensures maximum vibration dampening, the Safe-Lock pull-out protection system by HAIMER
prevents the milling cutter from spinning during extreme machining or from being pulled out of the chuck. The
Power Shrink Chuck is equipped with the Cool Jet system, which ensures that the coolant is transported at 80 bars
to the cutting edge through bores in the holder.

The Audi Test Part Production Center in Ingolstadt produces challenging components
as prototypes in small quantities. The responsible production engineers at Audi rely
on HAMER solid carbide end mill cutters, which are suitable for a wide range of
machining applications due to their geometry and quality. Their excellent dampening
properties and runout accuracy guarantees a considerable increase in productivity.

With high performance tools to nine times
higher cutting widths
Together, the team planned the machining process, chose a suitable programming strategy and
optimized the cutting parameters (see comparison
table for cutting data). The incredible results showed that at slightly increased speeds, the cutting
width could be increased to 9 mm (nine times higher than before).

Innovations have great significance for the Audi Group. About 8,600 employees
in Ingolstadt and 1,700 more in Neckarsulm are specialized in the field of “Technical Development”. The Audi Group also has additional development centers located in Gyor, Beijing and San José Chiapa where they are working continuously to
maintain innovation leadership in classical and alternative drive systems, in lightweight construction and production processes, as well as lighting technology.
The Pre-Production Center is part of the Experimental Production Department and
is located almost at the end of the development chain. In Ingolstadt there are 75
employees that ensure various gear, engine and chassis parts are available as
prototypes or in small quantities for first, practical trials.
Reinhard Kindl, Workshop Manager, explains: “For our prototypes, we have to
achieve near to serial-production quality in regards to both precision and surface
finish. This has to be possible without the use of any special tools which would
simply be too expensive for our small quantities – both in terms of purchase and
programming. That’s why we require high-performance, universal tools.” Dragan
Pejcinoski, responsible for purchasing new tools, adds: “We prefer to work with
tool manufacturers who only offer a small catalog selection and whose tools are
designed for universal use. Good customer service, including application support
and short delivery times, are very important for us.”
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Comparison chart – cutting data
Cutting data
Axial cutting depth ap
Maximal radial cutting width ae
Feed per tooth fZ
Cutting speed vc
Rounds per minute n

Mit einem Komplettwerkzeug – bestehend
aus einem HAIMER Power Mill VHM-Fräser
mit Durchmesser 12 mm, eingespannt
in eine Schrumpfaufnahme der HAIMER
Power-Serie mit Safe-Lock- und Cool JetSystem – konnte das Zerspanungsteam
der Audi Versuchsteilefertigung deutliche
Produktivitätsvorteile realisieren.

Dietmar Ungar, Team Leader of Application Engineering at HAIMER, explains: “We were able to
dampen the vibrations that occur during the machining process by using our Power Mill end mill –
made of high-performance solid carbide and tough
cobalt content – in combination with our Power
Shrink Chuck.” The smooth operation resulted in
visibly better surface quality and less tool wear.
The tool life tripled which subsequently resulted in
quicker tool change and less machine stops. Since
the wear is evenly distributed on all cutting edges,
the HAIMER service department can subsequently
re-grind the tool. This way the tool can be reused.

Feed rate vf

before

after

15 mm

15 mm

1 mm

9 mm

0,05 mm / Z

0,05 mm / Z

56 m / min

70 m / min

1.500 rpm

1.700 rpm

300 mm / min

360 mm / min

Switching to HAIMER Power Mill VHM-Cutting Tolls
yielded incredible results: With no change in feed per
tooth or depth of cut and slightly increasing cutting
speeds, RPM and feed rates, maximum radial depths
of cut was increased 9 times.
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INTERFACE FOR PROCESS –
RELIABLE MACHINING
Schweiger Formenbau (Schweiger Mold Making) relies on automation to produce high-precision injection
molds at competitive costs in Germany. In order to achieve the required, high process reliability, the
large-scale mold manufacturer does not make any compromises. For tooling they rely on tool holders,
shrinking, balancing and tool presetting technology from the system supplier HAIMER.

Slim, smooth running
and in a wide range
of special designs: A
four-digit number of
HAIMER shrink-fit tool
holders ensures stable
processes and high
precision at Schweiger.

The owner-managed Schweiger GmbH & Co. KG from Uffing
at Staffelsee in Bavaria specializes in one of the most demanding industries: The automotive industry. For Managing
Director Anton Schweiger and his approximately 75 employees, this means having to meet the highest standards of
precision and quality with every injection mold produced.
Additionally, they are competing in a global market, which,
among other things, is subject to enormous cost pressure.
However, facing the strain of global competition, the qualified toolmaker and his team have adjusted and positioned
themselves accordingly. They rely on an automated process
chain which ensures absolute security and ends with injection molds that meet all requirements. In 2016, for example,
the company built a new production hall and invested in two
DMC 210U and 270U 5-axis DMG Mori machining centers,
which are capable of processing even XXL components in
one clamping operation. Equipped with an appropriate pallet
automation, the machines run around the clock seven days a
week – and all with just one-person shifts. On the weekends
they run completely unmanned. This requires highest process reliability across all relevant components and functions.
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In this respect, Anton Schweiger has also focused on tool
clamping technology, the often overlooked interface between spindle and tool. It bears great responsibility for the
quality of the machining, the service life of the spindle and
the tool life.The milling specialists at Schweiger swear in this
respect by the support and counsel of HAIMER GmbH, Igenhausen. In 40 years, the family-owned company has become
the market leader for tool clamping technology in Europe
and is considered to be the world leader in tool shrinking and
balancing technology.
Quality makes the difference
For Andreas Orterer, production manager at Schweiger,
the main argument for this strong partnership is the quality delivered by HAIMER, “With HAIMER products, we can be
sure we will always receive the quality that meets our high
standards.” Schweiger currently uses in the thousands of
HAIMER tool holders with shrink fit technology. In addition,
there are two Power Clamp shrinking devices and a Tool
Dynamic balancing device in the production. Andreas Orterer
adds, “From HAIMER, we get all tooling from a single source,
which suits us very well. In addition, you notice the shrinking
and balancing devices have been developed by machinists.
They are easy to use and lead to fast results.”

This is also true for the Microset presetter UNO autofocus
20 | 70, which has its place between the shrinking and the
balancing devices at Schweiger. This machine has become
a “HAIMER” product since the Bavarian company took over
Microset Tool Presetting Technology in Bielefeld at the beginning of 2017. Compared to the manual version, the UNO
autofocus is able to automatically focus the cutting edge
for measurement of the C-axis. Especially when it comes
to tools with several cutting edges on the circumference,
this option proves to be enormously time-saving. All in all,
the device allows set-up time reductions of up to 70% just
from presetting outside of the machine. Andreas Haimer,
Managing Director of Haimer GmbH, explains, “With the acquisition of Microset Tool Presetting Technology we have
become a system supplier for tool management. Microset
perfectly complements our existing portfolio of high-precision tooling, clamping, shrinking and balancing technology, in
such a way as to enable us to provide even greater support
to our customers.”
Automatically highest runout accuracy
The level of satisfaction Anton Schweiger, Vice President of
the Association of German Tool and Mold Makers (VDWF),
has in his partnership with HAIMER and his tool holders can
be measured by the fact that he has been using them for
more than two decades. When the toolmaker bought the first
HSC machine about 20 years ago, he switched from mechanical collet chucks to HAIMER shrink fit chucks because of
the improved runout accuracy. Compared to the products of
other suppliers, the HAIMER shrink fit chucks won him over
with its superior quality, “a company goal that HAIMER and
ourselves have in common. If you take the example of the
shrink fit chucks, this can be seen in the runout accuracy,
which is, by default, below 3 μm.”
This is an important prerequisite for the tool makers from Uffing. After all, they do not produce injection molds for cheap
consumables, they create highly sophisticated molds used in
premium vehicles – for example used to make headlight end
plates in 2-component injection molding. These customers
place high demands on the end products and do not accept
the slightest blemish. Accordingly, the injection molds have
to meet similar requirements: As a rule, surfaces should be
smooth as glass and tolerances of less than 2/100 mm
must be maintained.

One of Schweiger’s main areas of focus in production is the
milling of large complex molds, whereby individual workpieces can weigh up to nine tons. The cavities are often very
deep. Typically between 300 to 400 mm, sometimes even
up to 500 or 600 mm deep. This requires slim shrink fit tool
holders, the use of shrink fit extensions as well as tools with
extremely long shanks. “Another strength of HAIMER. The
company offers a large variety of tool holders standard. If
required, however, we can always order a wide range of special designs,” emphasizes production manager Orterer. He
points again to the extremely good runout accuracy properties, which apply equally to standard and special tool holder
designs. Not only do they contribute to excellent machining
results, they also spare the spindle and the tools.
A long tool life enables unmanned operation
In general, a longer spindle life means considerable costs savings, but the tool live is even more important in automated
production. “In order to work unmanned, I need an absolutely
reliable, long-lasting system of spindle, tool holder and tool,”
explains Anton Schweiger. Schweiger machines many large
injection molds automatically in one clamping operation – for
40 to 50, sometimes even 100 hours, non-stop. A broken
tool or even a spindle damage during unmanned operation
would be fatal. In addition, a rigid and stable connection is
important to achieve the requested surface quality. “A key to
this is the HAIMER tool holders,” adds the company owner,
“they enable process-reliable machining.”
Not every requirement of the toolmaker can be optimally fulfilled with standard tool holders. Anton Schweiger especially
appreciates the close cooperation with the HAIMER specialists and the flexibility of the company in Igenhausen. “For us
it is important that HAIMER listens to the users,” emphasizes
the entrepreneur. His HAIMER contact, Oliver Lechner, sales manager for Southern Germany, always responds quickly to inquiries. Lechner comments, “After that, we supply
Schweiger with the required custom-made products, such
as special, conically shaped face mill arbors that allow the
machining of cavities up to 360 mm depth.” Anton Schweiger adds, “These tool holders are perfectly adapted to the
tool diameter and the respective cavities. That is how I can,
without any concerns, let the machines work without supervision – even for roughing.”

All from a single source: Schweiger Tool and Mold
Making uses tool holders, shrinking, balancing and
presetting technology from HAIMER.
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CONVINCING PERFORMANCE
AND QUALITY
The importance of tool holders for a reliable machining process is well-known in the manufacturing department at GDELSMowag in Kreuzlingen. Therefore the responsible people rely on HAIMER products, such as the vibration-dampening Power
Shrink Chuck and the very precise Cool Flash tool cooling system. The result: More reliable chip removal, better surface
quality and up to 30 percent longer tool life.
Lake Constance is well-known for whitefish and perches – but
also for Piranhas. Surprised? Okay – these piranhas are not
fish, but light, protected wheeled vehicles built by General
Dynamics European Land Systems – Mowag (GDELS-Mowag)
at their plant in Kreuzlingen, Switzerland. A specialty of this
Swiss plant is the power transmission for which it operates
as a group-wide competence center.

many years of experience we are convinced that HAIMER
quality is outstanding. This is why we at GDELS-Mowag constantly use HAIMER tool holders for drilling and milling the cubic parts.” Josef Erlacher further emphasizes that in the past
he had bought other, cheaper holders which could not meet
his expectations. The machining specialist explains: “This is
why we quickly returned to HAIMER products.”

Josef Erlacher is a CNC programmer in the machining department consisting of 100 employees. There almost everything
is produced in-house – from the simplest wave to cubic parts
and complex bevel gearing. He explains: “We produce a lot of
know-how parts which is why we have a very high production
depth. In addition to turning machines and machining centers
we also have facilities for grinding, gear milling and hardening.” He points out another advantage of the in-house production: “Since we hardly rely on suppliers, it is in our hands
to always provide our components reliably and on time.”

Advantages of vibration dampening tool holders with
special cooling
Josef Erlacher knows that HAIMER invests a lot of its resources into research and development and continuously
improves its products. Therefore he is always open for innovations which promise process improvement. Four years
ago Dihawag, the local HAIMER distribution partner in Switzerland, showed him the new HAIMER Power Shrink Chucks
with Cool Flash for the first time and he immediately agreed
to do a test run.

Despite group affiliation and special competence – the team
in Kreuzlingen is always subject to high cost pressure. Therefore they are constantly examining how to improve their
processes in order to save time and money. In doing so they
not only focus on machines and tools but also on tool holding
– i.e. the often underestimated interface between the machine tool spindle and the cutting tool.

The Power Shrink Chuck differs from the Standard Shrink
Chuck through its optimized design which combines high
rigidity and vibration dampening. This increases the cutting
performance while protecting the machine, spindle and tool.
With the HAIMER Cool Flash system, the coolant directly
reaches the cutting edge of the tool and eliminates balls of
chips. The coolant bores are installed in the tool holder with
which the coolant is transported up to the face surface of
the chuck. A special design creates high pressure and distributes the cooling lubricant over the entire circumference
of the tool shank. At the end of the shank area, the coolant is
pressed into chip flutes (adhesion), rinses them free and even at the highest
speeds it reaches the cutting edges
directly, without sputtering, where it
can unfold its cooling effect.

Josef Erlacher, who is also responsible for purchasing tools,
is certain: “The tool holder bears a great deal of responsibility
for the machining quality, spindle lifetime and tool life. After

With the Cool Flash system
integrated in the HAIMER Power
Shrink Chucks, the coolant is
optimally guided to the cutting tool
edges. A longer tool life and better
surfaces are the result.

The overall system Power Shrink Chuck with Cool Flash
made an impact in the machining department at GDELS-Mowag. Andreas Haug, also CNC programmer at GDELS-Mowag explains: “Although we do not use high speed cutting we
have to machine extremely difficult materials. With these new
HAIMER shrink fit chucks we can achieve more reliable chip
removal, better surface quality and a much longer tool life of
up to 25 to 30% at the same cutting parameters.” His colleague Josef Erlacher confirms: “In the past we used to have
problems with chip congestion. With Cool Flash this problem
belongs to the past. The chips are removed reliably and the
tool is cooled continuously. This is why we switched to work
on all challenging operations by using Power Shrink Chucks
and the Cool Flash system. Also, whenever we have to make
new acquisitions, this combination is our first choice.”
Wide range of HAIMER products for target orientated
use
However, Andreas Haug points out that standard shrink
fit chucks are still very effective and used for drilling, reaming and so on. “The use of HAIMER chucks at our facility
is very target oriented. Decisive factors are the type of the
machining application and the material we work with, which
is often very exotic at GDELS-MOWAG. We frequently work
with quenched and tempered steel with a strength of up to
1400 N/mm2, where high temperatures occur at the cutting
edge. Our special cast materials are also challenging, for

example a very abrasive grey cast iron with a tensile strength
of 1000 N/mm2. With the HAIMER Power Shrink chuck and
the Cool Flash system, we noticed significant process and
cost advantages milling these kind of materials.” Josef Erlacher adds: “We could probably realize higher cutting values,
but especially the complex parts for which we use the Power
Shrink Chucks are extremely expensive which is why we do
not want to take any risks. Since the produced quantities are
so low, shortening the processing time is not as important as
the other advantages.”
All HAIMER products are produced according to the company philosophy “Quality Wins”. Josef Erlacher explains: “We
are still using shrink fit chucks that are 12 years old and
still work perfectly.” The same applies to the Power Clamp
shrinking machines. In 2017, GDELS-Mowag replaced its
now 13-year-old device with a new HAIMER Power Clamp
New Generation (NG). Its essential feature is the intelligent,
patented NG coil, which is very flexible and easy to handle.
With a simple twist you can adjust the length and diameter to
the size of the shrink chuck. There is no need for stop disks.
This way, standard or special sized chucks are only heated in
the at the right spot. Erlacher explains: “Even though our old
device was still working perfectly, we are faster with the new
one. With a two-digit number of shrinking operations per day,
the investment is definitely worthwhile.” Furthermore, there
is always a replacement device available for emergencies.

For every machining process, the GDELSMowag machining specialists choose the
right combination of tool and fixture.
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QUALITY WILL
ALWAYS PREVAIL
Text and photos by Frederick Rindle, MAV Journal: The tool and mold
maker Deckerform from nearby Aichach relies on HAIMER high-end products in its manufacturing facility. Most notable are the tool holders with
their high quality, which ensures optimum machining results – something
which is particularly important for unmanned shifts. The Aichach-based
company also relies on HAIMER technology in shrinking, balancing and
for milling tools.

“Our product range is quite extraordinary,” says Anna Tschacha, Managing
Partner of Deckerform, with conviction. Like most in their sector, the familyrun tool and mold making company with 75 employees manufactures in
batch sizes of 1 however, its customers come from widely differing fields.
“As well as for the automotive industry, our molds are used in the production
of chairs, ski helmets, shopping baskets and facade components,” explains
Tschacha.
Digital twins for all components
But the tool and mold making experts do more than merely follow innovative
paths on the process side; the company’s own manufacturing facility is also
repeatedly enhanced. The Deckerform specialists make use of the browserbased automation software, Evomecs. The entire manufacturing process
is simulated in real time in the software. There is a digital twin for every
workpiece, tool, machine and handling system. In doing so, various items of
process information are assigned to each element. For the tools, for example, this means that, along with information such as geometry and tool life,
their entire history is stored together with deployment times and points of
use as well as storage locations. With the help of the software, the tool and
mold makers are also able to accurately monitor the running times of the
three Hermle 5-axis machining centers used for finishing. “Our objective is
to achieve more than 7,000 machining hours per year with extended singleshift operation,” says Stefan Schmid, son of one of the two company founders responsible for CAM programming. Process reliability and machining quality are of the utmost importance for
the Aichach-based company. “We have programs which
sometimes run for more than 150 hours, so a broken
tool, particularly on an unmanned shift or at the week
end, would be catastrophic,” says Schmid.
Nearly all tool holders come from HAIMER
Three years ago the company began to switch to highquality HAIMER shrink chucks. “About a fifth of our holders already came from HAIMER,” remarks Koppold. “We
were so impressed with their performance then that now
more than 80 % of the holders are provided by HAIMER.
And in future we will be buying exclusively from HAIMER.”
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The various HAIMER shrink fit holders
at Deckerform are shrinked on a
Power Clamp Premium i4.0.

HAIMER’s Power Mini Shrink Chucks
ensure best machining results and
long tool life at Deckerform.

HAIMER Power Shrink Chucks are the most-used items. They
are especially suited to high-speed or high-precision milling
applications. Power Shrink Chucks differ from standard
shrink chucks in their opti
mized design, which combines
high rigidity with vibration dampening. This enables high machining performance to be achieved while protecting the machine, spindle and tool. And, like all HAIMER shrink chucks,
this is accomplished with a runout accuracy of < 3 μm at
3 × D tool overhang.
For difficult machining applilcations
HAIMER Power Mini Shrink Chucks are used to a great extent
for the typical deep cavities and machining operations with
large interference contours. The one-piece shrink chucks
with a slim 3-degree external contour are ideal for 5-axis
machining of components where access is difficult.
The base of the shrink chucks is reinforced. This enables
milling to be carried out efficiently with the tool engaged,
even with long overhangs. “The quality of the holders is
very important, especially when we work with extensions,”
remarks Schmid. “Otherwise, it is impossible to control
the resulting vibration. The Power Mini Shrink Chucks have
impressed in this regard from the very beginning. We can
sometimes even avoid using extensions.”

“HAIMER tool holders have enabled us to produce without
any problems in unmanned operation,” says Tschacha.
“Tool breakage has been greatly reduced, the component
surfaces are flawless and the machining accuracy is simply
first-class.”
Collaborative partnership
The collaborative partnership with HAIMER and the
continuous readiness of its field workforce to enhance the
production facility in Aichach has also led to the deployment
of HAIMER end mills by the mold making experts. “We
actually had no need to change our tools,” says Schmid. “But
the performance of the HAIMER mills simply impressed us.”
Deckerform uses the 2.5 × D version of the end mill mainly
for roughing. In doing so, the end mills impress with
their cutting volumes and tool lives as well as the quality
of machining. The ball nose end mill of the HAIMER MILL
Power Series scored equally well. As a result it has been
used in the production lately, too. “The quality of the highgrade precision tools is impressive, particularly with the tool
steels that we use. In future, we are sure to be using further
HAIMER end mills,” says Koppold emphatically.
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Quality is a decisive factor in
machining at HEGGEMANN. The
aerospace and automotive supplier
therefore relies on consistent
collaboration with HAIMER in tool
management – from shrink fit
chucks to tool presetting.

Jürgen Ballbach has been using two HAIMER Power Clamp Comfort NG shrinking machines for six and four years,
in order to shrink the required milling tools. “As the name implies, the intelligent NG coil and integrated contact
cooling make these devices very comfortable to work with,” says Ballbach from daily experience.
Balancing system is used for tools and flywheels
Two years ago, HEGGEMANN invested in a HAIMER Tool Dynamic Comfort balancing system. Ulrich Ahlers describes the reasons: “We mill here with up to 18,000 rpm and use cantilevered tools. If they show an imbalance,
this puts a strain on the spindle and noticeably shortens its service life. These are considerable costs that can be
avoided by the balancing process on the Tool Dynamic. In addition, finely-balanced tools achieve a higher level of
precision and surface quality on the component due to reduced vibrations.” To use the modular HAIMER balancing
system in two ways, the HEGGEMANN employees had an idea. They wanted to balance not only tools, but also special products. These are elements for flywheels, for which the client orders the balancing including documentation.
When an outdated tool presetting device was to be replaced, the staff in charge, tested, among others, the
Microset VIO linear offered by HAIMER – a fully automated presetting device. “Due to our small lot sizes, we
have to measure tools every day. That is why we wanted to keep the effort as low as possible,” argues Head of
Machining, Ahlers. “The HAIMER Microset VIO has fully convinced us with all its capabilities. Especially since we
now achieve a manufacturer’s consistency for shrinking and balancing, which gives us further advantages.” Among
other things, he mentions the completed premium maintenance service contract, which covers all HAIMER devices,
thus minimizing effort and costs.

INTERPLAY OF
QUALITY AND ECONOMY
WATCH THE SUCCESS
STORY AS A VIDEO
From the shrink fit chuck to the presetting device – aerospace supplier HEGGEMANN
relies on consistent HAIMER quality in tool management. The benefits are visible: In the
simple, user-friendly operation, the automated data transmission, longer tool holder and
tool life, as well as great results regarding precision and component quality.

Tool presetting – fully automatic and capable of communication
But first of all, the demands that HEGGEMANN had for the tool presetting. In addition to the fully automatic operation, which ensures simple operation and process-reliable measurement, it was important for the chippers to
be connected to the hyperMILL CAM system used in the company. It should be possible to realize a functioning
process chain from the CAM to the machine, which looks like this: The programmers create a tool list for each
job based on the included tool library, which is then sent to the Microset VIO linear as a measurement job for tool
presetting. The operator inserts the respective tool, selects the link to the 3D CAD tool data via the touch screen
and starts the automatic measuring process. The HAIMER Microset VIO linear receives all the required information
regarding X and Z dimensions as well as the starting position through the connection to the CAM system hyperMILL. The presetting device then supplies preselected actual values in the complete tool set via post processor
and network to the intended machine tool. Jürgen Ballbach appreciates his new presetting device also due to many
other strengths such as the machine-like retraction force.
Cooperation with HAIMER is gaining momentum
The partnership between HEGGEMANN and HAIMER continues to develop through Duo-Lock, the problem solver,
a modular tool system with solid carbide exchangeable head milling cutters and extensions in various geometries
and lengths. HEGGEMANN CEO Dr. Christian Howe: “Thanks to the high-quality HAIMER products, we have succeeded in further improving our production processes. The high quality products perfectly match the requirements of
our customers in the aerospace and
automotive industries. Additionally,
we benefit from short distance to the
HAIMER location in Bielefeld, where
we always get fast, perfect service.”

Anyone who, like HEGGEMANN AG, Büren, concentrates on the development and production
of sophisticated metallic lightweight components and subassemblies, is a predestined partner of the aerospace and automotive industry. Since the company was founded in 1962,
it has been supplying these two premium industries. Most of the orders come from the
aerospace industry, for which HEGGEMANN holds all the important certificates. “We also
undergo annual audits, not only by the German Federal Aviation Administration, but also by
major manufacturers such as Airbus and Boeing, as well as first-tier suppliers such as MTU,
Rolls Royce, and so on,” reports member of the board Dr. Christian Howe. He emphasizes:
“Our slogan is ‘360 ° – from Engineering to Production’. Accordingly, we support our customers in all phases of the product development – from conception and development through
simulation and engineering to prototype construction, the general and functional testing or
the production of small series.”
Machining at the highest level
Highest quality standards apply at all times. This can be seen in production with state-of-theart CNC milling and turning centers. Ulrich Ahlers, Head of Machining, explains: “Here we
cut a wide range of very demanding materials from titanium, inconel, stainless steel, steel
to high-strength aluminum. In most cases, it is individual parts and small series that have
a high demand for precision and quality. Accordingly, not only the machine shop floor, but
also the tools and the tool management are of great importance.”
Ulrich Ahlers and Juergen Ballbach, who is responsible for tool management, have taken
on this field in recent years in order to optimize it: “Our desire was to achieve the greatest
possible consistency in terms of the shrinking, balancing and presetting devices used. We
succeeded in doing this together with our partner HAIMER.”

3O

The HAIMER balancing machine
Tool Dynamic Comfort with
flywheel elements.

The HAIMER Microset VIO linear takes over tool measurement fully automatic
in three axes at HEGGEMANN. It also enables fast data exchange with both the
hyperMILL Open Mind CAM system and the machine tool.
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REDUCED EFFORT,
BIG PAYOFF
WFT Werkzeug- und Frästechnik GmbH (WFT tooling and milling technology) completed an extensive restructuring
process during the last years. The optimization procedures even affected details: For instance, the die and mold
company changed their tool management to a central tool room designed by HAIMER and completely equipped
with high-quality HAIMER components. As a result, spindle and tool lifetime increased as well as the quality of the
produced parts could be improved. Furthermore, non-productive times could be reduced.

Elzener already knew WFT from before, when he was heading the sheet metal forming department of a Premium Aerotec plant and WFT was supplying their tool making shop.
“The 60 employees merely had about 1,000 m² at their disposal for administration and production. This is definitely not
enough space, especially if you are engaged in large-scale
mold making,” concludes Frank Elzener. He quickly invested
in a new hall with 1,000 m² of extra production space, which
he expanded by another 680 m² in 2017 – plus 480 m² of
storage and logistics space.
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After this visit, Frank Elzener was sure: “We need such a room concept
or central hall area for our tool management.” No sooner said than done
– the WFT tool specialists adopted the concept of the HAIMER showroom
and equipped it to meet their specific needs. All the necessary components have been positioned to ensure a fluent and ergonomic workflow
for the entire tool management.
According to Managing Director Elzener, a central tool storage system is
an important part of the tool room: “It is managed digitally and is connected to our ERP system to easily initiate order processes.” Heiko Siebke
adds from a technical point of view: “For process-reliable milling operations, we need tools that are precisely set and of which the measured
data are reliably transmitted to the respective machine tool.” Therefore,
they decided for the HAIMER Microset UNO autofocus in the 20 | 70 version, which is also suitable for tools up to 700 mm long. Thanks to its ISS
spindle, the device is able to clamp the measured tools with the same
force as in a machine tool which eliminates measuring errors.

Die and mold maker WFT has
installed a tool room, designed
and fully equipped by HAIMER. The
room comprises a tool cabinet with
digital connection to the company
network, a HAIMER Microset UNO
autofocus tool presetter and a
shrinking station. Furthermore, there is enough space for the handling
of drilling and milling tools.

If a new coach takes over a football team, his ambition is
mostly to improve the results in order to be ranked higher in
the table. This also applies for the industry. Frank Elzener,
too, had very clear visions when he became managing director of WFT Werkzeug- und Frästechnik GmbH in Delligsen,
Lower Saxony, Germany. “In my opinion, the employees of
this die and mold company have so much know-how that
definitely had to be developed further. At first I wanted to
provide the room and the equipment, that was necessary.”

An experienced partner for tool management
The solution was provided by the HAIMER Group. For quite some time
Frank Elzener had been in contact to Thorsten Böker, the technical sales
representative of HAIMER in the area and responsible for WFT. The WFT
managers were invited to Bielefeld to HAIMER’s sales office in North Germany. At the same location where primarily the HAIMER Microset tool presetters are produced, HAIMER visitors can experience the entire HAIMER
tool management including all machines for tool presetting, shrinking and
balancing.

Expanded competence in large mold making
Since WFT was not supposed to remain a mold maker
like many others, the production halls were equipped with
appropriate machine tools, including three CNC drill-mill
centers and a 5-axis machining center with travel paths of
8000 × 3500 × 1300 mm. The halls were provided with large
crane systems and crane traverses to enable large workpiece handling.
From the beginning, Elzener, was focused on simplifying
work processes whenever possible and eliminating sources
of error. Heiko Siebke, Technical Manager at WFT, also got
involved during the selection and installation of a modern
tool management system for the milling sector. He explains,
that in the past, tools were managed in a decentralized way,
“i.e., each machine had its own stock of tools, including very
rarely used ones that were still available several times. It
happened many times that an operator had to search for
special tools, as well.” Siebke adds, that it is a waste of
time and money and could have been avoided by better organization.

HAIMER Microset’s tool presetter UNO autofocus
combines precision and a good price-performance
ratio. Technical Manager Heiko Siebke explains:
“For process-reliable milling operations we need
precisely set tools of which the actual data are
reliably transmitted to the respective machine tool.”

PRECISION DOES NOT HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE
The Microset UNO tool presetter series is characterized by highest precision, which is based on the inherently
rigid bed with 3-point support, a FEM-optimized and thermostable cast iron design. The machines also feature an
incident light for a visual check of the cutting edge and an optional endless fine adjustment. Thanks to its releaseby-touch function, an intelligent sensor control for moving the X and Z axes, the UNO series sets standards in the
entry-level class of tool presetting. Microvision UNO offers an intuitive usability and its helpful functions quickly lead
to precise measuring results. The accuracy is supported by a focus window that allows exact positioning even
when using extremely complex tools. The UNO series also features a thermal label printer, vacuum clamping,
a second camera for setting the center of rotation, or a high-precision ISS spindle including a direct clamping
adapter for a runout accuracy of 2 μm.
The multiple options ensure an optimal price-performance ratio. The possible range of configuration includes a
touch display, a RFID chip system and post-processors for all common types of machine tool controls, as well as
options such as autofocus and automatic drive. In contrast to the manual standard version the UNO autofocus
automatically focuses the cutting edge in the C-axis by CNC control. The automatic drive model automatically
positions various levels in the Z-axis and also moves in X-axis to the right spot. The models of the UNO series are
available in two versions: The UNO 20 | 40 with 400 mm and the UNO 20 | 70 with 700 mm range of travel in Z.
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PRODUCTIVITY DRIVER
TOOL HOLDER
Within automation the mechanical interface between the cutting edge and spindle plays a significant role: The Lugauer
GmbH is specialized in the production of drilling, turning and milling components. To reach high accuracies as well
as process security, which is absolutely necessary within automation, the contract manufacturer Lugauer from Tyrol,
Austria, never accepts any compromises and relies on tool holders and shrinking technology from the full system
provider HAIMER. (by Ing. Robert Fraunberger, x-technik)

Ing. Hartwig Lugauer founded the company of the same
name in Jenbach, Austria, in 1993 and took over the complete jig departement staff of the former Jenbach factory,
so they could preserve the business unit with twelve very
experienced employees. Just one year later, today’s managing director Gernot Lugauer entered the family business. He
augmented the machining portfolio, developed new customer
segments and gradually grew the family business.
Today, 36 employees are working in a 4,000 m² facility mainly producing fixtures, prototypes, single and serial parts. “But
our main focus shifted clearly to complex and high precision
machining of mainly smaller lot sizes. In contrast to machining of big lot sizes it is possible to differentiate from the
market with 5-axis-machining and automation,” Gernot Lugauer explained the path they choose. His opinion is that continuous modernization of the machine shop and the machining
possibilities is absolutely essential: “Also for a contract manufacturer especially the step to automation is indispensable.
We provide 100 % documented quality at shortest delivery
times and maximum flexibility.”
Means of production save quality
The machinery at Lugauer is state-of-the-art. Ten CNC turning
machines, five 5-axis machining centers, four 4-axis machining centers, two grinding machines and one EDM eroding
machine as well as numerous surface treatments and a metal
working shop provide flexible and diverse production possi-

bilities making an accuracy in µm range possible. Two coordinate measuring machines as well as a variety of measuring
instruments prove the quality of their products.

tool and spindle is important for the process-security and the
produced accuracy itself. The investment in shrinking technology amortizes in a very short period of time.”

The beginning of automated milling at Lugauer was in 2016.
“A major goal was to take pressure from employees through
automation. When the systems run you have 8 hours time for
producing parts for 16 hours per day”, Lugauer showed an
aspect that is not directly visible to everyone. Because the
employee is the most important factor even with or without
automation.

A customized original equipment package from HAIMER supported the Tyrolean contract manufacturer furthermore with
the introduction of the new tool holders. “We did not know
which diameter and amount of tool holders we would need.
Although we concluded a framework agreement, we could
retrieve the single products over time and grow step-by-step
into this topic”, Gernot Lugauer reports and being glad of the
good cooperation with HAIMER right from the start. For the
managing director it is also of great importance to have suppliers producing in Central Europe and that definitely applies
for the family business of Haimer GmbH headquartered with
its production plant in Igenhausen near Augsburg, Bavaria.

According to the managing director the tool holder is as important and decisive for the accuracy. “We completely rely on
tool holders and shrinking technology from HAIMER because
their products guarantee highest precision in our automation
process and best run out accuracy.”
Interface as an important link
The cooperation between Lugauer and HAIMER started with
the investment into a Hermle C22 with a pallet changing system: “At first I was not convinced by the necessity of the
shrinking technology but fortunately Oliver Lechner helped
me understand the advantages and thereby the positive effects for our production.”
Oliver Lechner is sales manager for South Germany, Tyrol
and Vorarlberg in Austria at HAIMER. “When I heard of the
project, it was clear to call on Mr. Lugauer because I knew about the high
quality requirements of the Jenbach
production fa
cility. For automated
5-axis-machining of complex work pieces the interface between the cutting

Considering the minimum amount of cost
contributed by a shrink fit holder to the overall
production costs and due to the resulting
advantages it´s worth for Lugauer to invest in
high quality featured by all HAIMER shrink fit
tool holders.
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High performance shrink fit machine from HAIMER
In a team selection process Lugauer decided for the high
performance shrink fit machine Power Clamp Economic Plus
NG. It enables shrinking and cooling of solid carbide and HSS
tools from diameter 3 to 32 mm in very short cycle times.

Overall positive economical perspective
Beside the already mentioned advantages Christian Aigner,
Head of mechanical production at Lugauer, points out further
advantages not being measurable right from the start: “Tool
life definitely increased due to the high run out accuracy. Also
the machine tool spindles are prevented from damages – follow-up costs for maintenance or spindle changes decrease
accordingly.”
Another automation project shows that Lugauer is completely
happy with HAIMER. The Tyrolean contract manufacturer invested in a Hermle C42 with handling system HSflex in spring
2018. The tool magazine of 250 tools was entirely equipped
with HAIMER tool holders again, apart from a few specials.
“For us there is no alternative to HAIMER – the technical support, the quality of the products and the after-sales-service
are outstanding”, Gernot Lugauer concludes with positive
words.

The intelligent NG-coil (with 13 kW of power) as well as the
integrated contact cooling make the handling a child’s play:
“Our intelligent NG-coils are easily adjustable in a manual rotary movement, whereby the coil can be set in length and
diameter to the size of the shrink chuck. Therefore stop discs
become obsolete. The chuck will be precisely heated with
maximum energy only in the requested area – even with special tool holders”, noted Stephan Mix, sales representative
at HAIMER.
Diverse appplications
Machining in mold and die cannot be imagined without shrink
fit tooling. Especially in the high-end segment of metal cutting
the users nowadays appreciate the precision as well as the
easy and fast tool change. In total Lugauer has got around
250 tool holders from HAIMER in use. Beside the shrink fit
holders also mechanical SK40 and HSK-A63 tool holders are
running on their machines.
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6O% HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY
WITH DUO-LOCK
O-rings require a perfectly plane fit to reliably fulfil their sealing function.
In order to produce the highest quality fit, the INDEX Group has been
using the HAIMER Duo-Lock system, a modular interface for carbide
cutting tool heads and extensions, for two years in all German production
plants. With specially ground Duo-Lock milling heads, the lathes manufacturer obtains 60% higher productivity compared to their previous
manufacturing solution.

The INDEX Group, with its brands INDEX and TRAUB, is one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of CNC lathes, automatic lathes, multi-spindle machines and turn-mill centers. In order to control the quality of their machines
at all times, the company relies on their German sites (Esslingen, Deizisau
and Reichenbach) and produces the important core components for its
machine tools at those plants. Also, if possible, they produce parts on their
own lathes and turn-mill centers.
Experienced and well-educated employees pay attention to the highest quality down to the last detail. One of them is Klaus Andres, who is responsible
for the production of parts, programming and tool purchasing as a Team Leader in Production Planning. His considered
opinion: “It’s often the small features that make a big difference in quality.” As an example, he mentions the o-ring fit, which
can be found on numerous machine components. Everywhere a medium flows through the component, the connections
must be sealed with an o-ring. For the sealing surface, evenness is required. “It cannot be machined by a circulating milling
strategy,” explains Andres, who previously worked as a foremen focused on turning for 16 years. “That would create a
minimal screw geometry, in which the medium finds a way out. Instead, we need to countersink the o-ring fit with a special
end mill characterized by its facial cutting edges being parallel to the surface, not having the usual eight-degree angle.”
The alternative: A modular milling head with a special geometry
Since it was not possible to buy milling cutters with this special geometry and the desired diameters, the production managers at INDEX initially decided to grind the tools themselves and
later outsource the tool grinding for these cutters. However, two years ago, Andres found a
better solution. He got the inspiration from Christian Bauer, Key Account Application Engineer
at Haimer GmbH, Igenhausen. He had introduced him to the new HAIMER Duo-Lock system,
a modular tooling system with interchangeable solid carbide milling heads and extensions in
various geometries and lengths.
Specialists in tool and tool clamping technology
The HAIMER Group is a family-owned company. In 42 years, it has developed into the world market leader in tool clamping technology and has become a system provider around the machine
tool. At INDEX, HAIMER has been well-known for many years – both as a customer using INDEX
turning machines for the production of its quality products and as a supplier of tool holders,
shrinking and balancing technology.

O-ring fits are necessary on
various machine components.
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Klaus Andres came up with the idea of having the Duo-Lock special cutters designed for his
o-ring countersinking needs. “We are pursuing the strategy of using the same tools in our three
German production plants, where possible”, he described. In the case of o-ring end mills – in
terms of geometry – that is generally possible. However, in the large-scale production in Deizis-

As a core component of their turning machines, the INDEX tool revolver is
expected to meet high demands. Besides many others, it features numerous
O-ring fits, produced with the HAIMER Duo-Lock system in highest quality.

au, since the tools have to be with much more overhang, these have been procured individually so far. “With the HAIMER
Duo-Lock system and their extensions program, I saw an opportunity to standardize the milling heads,” says the Team
Leader of Production Planning, Klaus Andres.
Quality criteria: A robust, high-precision interface
Why choose the HAIMER system when other manufacturers have been offering similar exchangeable end mills for a long
time already? “HAIMER’s Duo-Lock interface is extremely rigid and precise. Therefore we can use these modular cutters
like a solid carbide tool”, states Klaus Andres. Christian Bauer adds: “The difference is the thread of our screw-in end
mills. A double cone with an additional third support area in the back part of the interface ensures maximum stability and
rigidity.” The Duo-Lock tools offer a total system runout of less than 5 μm and can be exchanged with a repeat accuracy
of 0.01 mm in Z in the machine tool. Time-consuming presetting or set-up processes can thus largely be eliminated. This
is a true reflection of HAIMER’s high quality and precision.
60 percent more efficient
In close cooperation with Klaus Andres, HAIMER developed a special geometry and transferred it to the Duo-Lock modular
end mills. For the first tests, the Team Leader of Production Planning used them on an INDEX R300 turn-mill center,
machining among other things, complete base bodies of tool turrets. This challenging workpiece is particularly suitable
for the trial because, depending on its design, it has at least twelve o-ring fits which the milling result can be assessed.
Klaus Andres and his colleagues of the manufacturing department were happy with the test results. “HAIMER did a very
good job at grinding the tools. Despite the difficult geometry, the cutters are designed to be extremely aggressive. We
get a perfectly plane surface meeting the high demands in quality and precision of the turret”, Klaus Andres explained.
Compared to the previous solutions, the Duo-Lock tools reduce the o-ring countersinking machining time, improve the
surface finish and extend the tool life. It passed the test. “We calculated that the overall profitability improved by about
60 percent,” says Klaus Andres.
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Precision Tool Technologies uses their
balancing machine Tool Dynamic Comfort
not only for balancing entire tools. They
use the machine also successfully in
balancing precision components.

Three: Balanced assemblies
To say that Precision Tool is a fan of balancing is an understatement. According to Technical Advisor Gary Goerges, “HAIMER raised our awareness of how good things can be if you balance tool assemblies. In our situation,
surface finishes on our equipment are now pretty spectacular. With the HAIMER Tool Dynamic, we can get very
particular on how close we want to balance something.”
Jim agrees. “Much of our customer base had the same problems (accuracy, blown spindles and poor surface
finishes). Because of the HAIMER balancing machine, we now have the means to provide them with a solution. The
word has gotten around that we can handle the hard jobs other shops can’t.”

ACHIEVING THE IMPOSSIBLE
Precision Tool Technologies Inc. is a manufacturer and distributor of high quality products and services for
wholesale optical laboratories and retail optical industries. Their first success came in the precision machining
of polishing tools and mold inserts for the optical industry, where accuracy of ± 0.0001" and surface finishes
of 4 Ra are required. For successful operations, this level of excellence must be repeatable on a daily (and
nightly) basis. During the course of perfecting their techniques, Precision Tool became the “go to” company
for solving difficult machining problems for a variety of industries. HAIMER has been a key partner in helping
them maintain this competitive edge.

HAIMER entered the picture when Precision Tool began running lights outs (what the company calls a “virtual shift”) due to
an increasing demand for their services. This posed a challenge since their equipment consistently runs at speeds up to
40,000 rpm. “We didn’t want to take the chance of buying equipment for 7-figures and then start blowing out spindles,” said
Jim Goerges, the company’s President. “The solution presented itself when I read an article written by HAIMER.”
The article, “Unbalanced Perceptions”, detailed the importance of toolmakers and machinists working together to achieve
better results with harmonics and balance. According to Jim, “We call something ‘art’ when we don’t understand what we
are doing. In this article, HAIMER turned the ‘art’ into science… and that’s what makes it repeatable.” The article is now
mandatory reading for all Precision Tool engineers. With the article as a guide, Jim and his team set about building a better
process that would enhance their digital platform, increase productivity and improve
product quality. According to Jim, there were three vital elements required to move
Precision Tool ahead of the pack.

Doing the impossible part I
One of Precision Tool’s customers had a part problem that had their in-house engineers stumped. The part was
a conical funnel with holes used to fill chemicals or test equipment for genetic decoding. This complex aluminum
part has internal finishes with conical shapes, 40-50-60 times stick out length and must have a 4 – 6 Ra finish after
coating (which doubles the surface roughness). This combination of requirements made it impossible for other
shops to do the job. The engineering staff at Precision Tool’s customer admitted they couldn’t make the part. As a
result, the company was having a hard time making delivery times, so they decided to give Precision Tool a shot.
The HAIMER balancer made all the difference. Precision Tool manufactured the part and sent it back to their customer – and they were floored. “Nobody could make the part to the finished specs that they wanted,” remarked
Jim. “We did it and a big part of that was how exact we were able to get in terms of balancing special machine
tooling to achieve the surface finish on the internal features. In fact, we would not have been able to perfect the harmonics
without the HAIMER balancer.”
Jim credits the balancer for giving Precision Tool a competitive advantage on many different levels. “It’s often the difference
between saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to a job,” he said.
Doing the impossible part II
Another example of how the partnership of Precision Tool and HAIMER managed to achieve what no one else could was in
the manufacture of an aspirator attachment for a seeding machine. When the part spins in the machine, it gets up to 12,000
rpm. If it is out of balance, it shakes the entire seeding machine – making all the components vibrate and causing premature
retirement of the machine due to excess wear. No one could make the part work to spec, but Precision Tool could. While
their attachment carried a premium price compared to other vendors, the customer saw the value that the superior part
would bring to the overall quality of their seeding machine. This was all due to Precision Tool’s ability to utilize the HAIMER
balancing machine on not just tool holder assemblies, but on physical parts as well. The Tool Dynamic machine was able to
identify unbalance and accurately designate the exact position where weight correction was needed.
Becoming better and better
Precision Tool’s next investment to complement the balance and shrink fit machine will be a HAIMER automatic presetter. “It
will give us a better, faster, more accurate way of bringing a complete tooling solution to the machine instead of stopping
the machine during the run,” Jim said. “Adding presetting to
shrink fit and balance will allow us to create a total through
put solution for all of our operations.”

One: Change management
“We created a positive mindset about the program and made sure everyone understood the Vision and became totally committed to it,” he said. “If you don’t have that
buy-in, nothing else matters. People needed to get to a place where change was always
a welcome component to the operation as a whole.”
Two: Quality tooling and equipment
For Precision Tool, this meant HAIMER HSK tooling and shrink fit systems. (No collets,
side locks or Weldon flats.) Shrink fit provides them with repeatability and helps reduce
tool stick out. They worked with local HAIMER manufacturer’s representative Andrew
Skoog to put together the right package.

Precision Tool Technologies is located in Brainerd, Minnesota.
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HAIMER AS A
PROBLEM SOLVER FOR
ROCKFORD BURRALL
As a supplier to the aerospace industry, Rockford Burrall Machine Company produces
high-precision components. By cooperating with HAIMER and using HAIMER MILL
cutting tools, they managed not only to achieve consistent tool life, but also to reduce
production costs beyond their expectations.

Another broken end mill? How many parts or other tools did it ruin before you noticed? Rockford Burrall Machine
Company (Rockford, IL) was tired of sending parts to the scrap bin. That’s why they switched to HAIMER Basic
Mill solid carbide end mills.
No room for rejects
Rockford Burrall does a lot of high quality work for the aerospace industry, so the delivered product has to
be perfect. They were experiencing an unacceptable amount of inconsistency with end mills they were using,
leading to broken tools, and depending on when the tool broke in the cycle, a lot of workpieces in the scrap
bin. The broken end mills were also triggering a cascade of subsequent tool breakages for cutters next in the
operation.
Consistency and cost savings
Steve Hedlund, Regional Manager for HAIMER, suggested they try our Basic Mill solid carbide end mills on their
Brother’s vertical machining center to replace both a milling and drilling operation. The results were eye opening. First using a competitor’s ¼" carbide drill (30 USD), they were able to get 425 parts. In the next operation,
with a competitor ¼" end mill (15 USD), they got an average of 75 parts per tool. All total, Rockford Burrall’s
cost per part for the two combined operations was 0.27 USD per part. With the HAIMER Basic Mill, they were
able to consistently drill and mill 200 parts every time. At a price of 19 USD per end mill, the total cost per part
was now just 0.095 USD. By more than doubling milling life and eliminating a tool from the operation, Rockford
Burrall saw a cost reduction of 64.8%.

Rockford Burrall did not only
achieve significantly higher tool life
due to the universal HAIMER MILL,
they were also able to completely
replace a boring tool.

Bonus: Higher quality
Not only did the company get consistency in tool life, which
was their main goal, they achieved it at a hefty cost savings. Operator feedback was also positive. They said the
machines were running with less noise and vibration, leading to smoother cutting and a higher quality end product.
The results were so good that Machinist/Programmer Rick
Phomboutdy said he immediately started looking through the
company catalog to find other products that could benefit
from the advantages of Basic Mill. The company also recommended it to their 3rd party vendors they use.

In other words, for every 100,000 parts they make, Rockford Burrall now saves 17,500 USD. This does not
include the value of reduced machine downtime, reduced scrap or secondary tool breakage. Inventory costs
also went down since one Basic Mill replaced the work of both the old carbide end mill and the carbide drill.
The HAIMER MILL is available in three
different shank versions: With Safe-Lock
shank, as straight shank version and also
with Weldon flat. In addition, it is available
as undersize cutter and also as screw-in
milling tool with Duo-Lock interface.
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At Wescast, HAIMER USA managed a
significant increase in tool life, and the
shrink fit technology also shortened the
machining time. In the end, the total
annual savings were at 95,258.04 USD.

SHRINKING COST –
COLLET VS. SHRINK
CASE STUDY
ONE TOOLING CHANGE NETS AUTOMOTIVE
MANUFACTURER BIG RETURNS
How do you increase productivity and reduce consumable tooling costs without changing anything about
the cutting tool itself? That is the story of Wescast Industries Inc., the world’s largest manufacturer of
cast exhaust manifolds and turbocharger housings for passenger cars and light trucks.

As a Tier 1 supplier to the automotive market, Wescast Industries specializes in the casting of complex high-temperature
components for the passenger cars and light duty trucks. As
a global leader in metallurgical development, Wescast Industries harnesses the knowledge and experience of its highly
experienced team to deliver innovative solutions to their customers. They design and manufacture components including
exhaust manifolds, turbo charger housings, integrated turbo
manifolds and other specialized powertrain parts.
When the concept of process improvement via toolholding
upgrades came to Bob Phillips, Manufacturing Technician
at Wescast’s Macomb Township location, he was happy to
investigate a possible alternative. Bob noted, “I was looking
for a way to get our machines running truer.” It did not take
long for him to implement a comprehensive, long-term testing platform from which Wescast would be able to evaluate
the claims of one specific vendor.

The goal: Higher productivity and longer tool life
The vendor was HAIMER; a global manufacturing leader of
shrink fit toolholding and machine technology. Mike Martin,
Regional Manager for HAIMER USA, presented Bob Phillips
with a proposal that would guarantee both increased productivity and tool life versus their current collet chuck holders.
More specifically, he proposed reducing cycle time by 5%
for all round tools with the guarantee that Wescast would
net a minimum increase in tool life of 25% for all tools using
his shrink chucks.
The test
To test HAIMER’s assertions, Bob isolated one machining
cell (8 machines) and five cutting tools to conduct a study.
The part was cast iron exhaust manifolds. In four machines,
the existing collet chuck holders were left to run as usual,
without changing cutting parameters. In the other four machines, HAIMER shrink fit chucks replaced the pre-existing
collet chucks with adjustments to feeds and speeds to generate the 5% improvement for each tool. During the following
three months, data was carefully gathered as all machines
continued operating across three shifts, six to seven days
per week. Data including cycle times, tool life and tool
change times were recorded.

Longer tool life!
It only took a week for Bob Phillips to start seeing positive
results, and after three months, the data was undeniable. As
chart 1 illustrates, improvements in tool life from the tools
in shrink fit chucks were profound, achieving an average life
increase of 60% across all five tools. Bob even noted, “We
continue to see tool life continue to increase beyond the results recorded in our study.” Tool life, which was measured
by the number of manifold pairs the tools could produce,
increased anywhere from 25% to 100% depending on the
tool. The annual cost-savings from the additional tool life on
Wescast’s 16 CNC machine line, factoring direct and indirect labor costs as well as tool change savings, was 78,269
USD.
Common stigmas often associated with shrink fit chucks is
that they are only for high-speed machining, only for milling,
or only for advanced work materials. Therefore, it is noteworthy to mention that all but one of the tools (a step end
mill) were actually step drills, running at speeds less than
8,000 RPM in cast iron.
HAIMER claims the significant increase in life is a bi-product
of their systems runout accuracy, balance integrity, taper
accuracy and inherent ability to maintain the aforementioned
properties from one tool change to the next.

Shorter cycle time
The average cycle time savings for four machines using
shrink fit chucks, versus their collet holders was 7.5%. Based upon annual part output, the total number of machining
hours saved per year by using shrink fit toolholding was significant. Assuming a 40-hour workweek, and three shifts, this
represents one week’s worth of saved machining time and
an estimated additional savings of 16,989.44 USD.
In addition to the productivity gains, Bob made mention Wescast also “saw indirect benefits via the simplification of the
tool change process and through the elimination of cleaning
processes associated with collets.” Timely collet cleaning
processes and collet replacement schedules to help stabilize runout accuracy could be eliminated, and possible variations between how two people might replace a tool became
non-factors with shrink fit chucks.
Total cost savings
All total, switching from a mechanical collet chuck to shrink
fit chucks produced an annual cost savings of 95,258.04
USD for all 16 CNC machines.

Wescast Industries is the world’s
largest manufacturer of cast iron
exhaust manifolds. Significant savings
have been achieved by changing to
HAIMER’s shrink fit technology.
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